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Dear Parents

One of the most wonderful, exhilarating and exciting roles that we play in our life is that of being a parent! The journey of 

parenthood begins from the day we conceive and from that moment itself we begin dreaming and planning for our little ones. 

The day our little one arrives in our lives, our life style changes. Over the next few months we are in a heady state of learning 

how to physically handle the child with care and love.  As the months fly by the bundle of joy soon becomes a handful and 

before we realise it, we are grappling everyday not only physically but emotionally to mange a number of issues that we were 

never trained to handle before.  Just when we get a little confident and begin to feel that we have learnt to handle some of the 

toddler issues it is time to send them to a pre-school which once again gives rise to new behavioural issues which we 

sometimes do not know how to handle. Whoever said “Parenting is an easy job”, surely would not have had children of their 

own! 

Yet every parent aspires to become the perfect parent for her/ his child. And as we face the new Millennium the role of the 

parent is becoming more challenging. Sometimes in our busy schedules and in our daily competitive lives, we  do not realise 

that we are unable to cope with being parents and even the smallest thing our little one does can become an issue for us. Even 

simple issues like bedwetting, thumb sucking, fussy eating to more difficult issues like aggression, power struggle, watching 

too much TV etc can exasperate us. We at Little Millenuium™ have made an attempt to help you handle some of the most 

common issues we face with our 2-5 year olds. This parenting book is an attempt to reach out to you, parents, and help you to 

connect with your little one with love, care, knowledge and skill. The parenting book makes an attempt to help you understand 

why a child behaves the way she/he does and makes you aware of some of our instant reactions which can be harmful and can 

aggravate the situation even more. While knowing why the child behaves the way it does and how we instantly react is only 

half the battle won, our attempt is to help you handle the situation in the best possible manner. Hence there are various 

suggestions given to show you what is the right way to handle the situation. The intention behind the parenting book is to help 

you become more skilled parents and to find a win-win situation for both you and your child. 

We hope you find the Little Millenuium™ parenting book useful. For us, the reward will be that it helps you to bond with your 

child even more. 

Happy Parenting.

God bless you on this wonderful journey.

Warm regards

Little Millennium Team
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       lso called night time or 

nocturnal enuresis, it is a common 

childhood problem.

Children learn to control daytime 

urination by the age of 3–4 years. 

Night time bladder control usually 

takes longer time and is expected 

by 4–5 years of age. 

Irrespective of the causes, 

children need to be reassured and 

not made fun of or scolded.

It's essential that parents don’t let a child 

know that they are frustrated and instead 

reassure and extend support through 

her/his bedwetting phase.
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Do not be over-anxious about the problem and do not fuss over it.

Never shame or punish the child for bedwetting as it is not her/his fault.

Do not fret over your child's sleep getting disturbed when you wake her/him as it is more 

inconvenient for her/him to sleep on a wet bed.

Refrain from giving sugary, aerated drinks and drinks containing caffeine late in the evening or 

just before bedtime.

Avoid  giving a lot of fluids a few hours before bedtime.

Discourage siblings from teasing the child for bedwetting.

Treat the situation as normal. Bedwetting goes away on its own as the child gains 

control over her/his bladder. Encourage your child to urinate regularly during the day 

and just before bedtime.

If the child wakes at night, take her/him to the toilet. Once the habit is formed, she/he 

will do it independently. This will take some time but you must practise this exercise 

consistently.

Be gentle and supportive and convince your child that the problem can be overcome 

gradually. Help your child overcome shame or fear due to the habit.

Praise your child for dry nights.
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about how to stop the 

habit. Most toddlers stop 

thumb sucking on their 

own between the ages of 

two to four. However, 

children need to be 

weaned off the habit if it 

continues when the 

permanent teeth come in.

arents sometimes worry 

Thumb sucking is normal and natural 

for the toddlers till the age of three. It is 

a comforting behavior and doesn't 

usually need to be restrained.
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Encourage your child to realise, she/he has grown up and 

changed. Point out that she/he no longer needs diapers or 

feeding bottles, hence, it is time to leave thumb sucking as 

well.

Weaken the habit by distracting the child. Engage her/him 

in activities that require both the hands, like, playing games, 

solving puzzles and reading books.

Talk about the germs that collect on the hands. This usually 

does the trick by making children conscious of thumb 

sucking as a habit which gives them germs. 

Introduce reminders such as a bandage on the fingers or 

thumb of the child.

Offer encouragement,  show empathy with your child to 

break the habit.

Avoid nagging your child or turning this into a power struggle. The more 

anxious the child becomes, the more likely she/he will need the comfort 

of the thumb.

Do not force your child to comply. The habit belongs to the child and 

she/he must be willing to cooperate if it is to be given up.

Never punish or shame your child for thumb sucking. Such negative 

actions will hurt your child's self-esteem and only add to her/his anxiety.

Do not use chillies or other bitter substances on finger or thumbs to stop 

the child from sucking them. 

It is always difficult to break habits even as an adult. Do not give up.
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Tantrums are all about the 

perceived lack of control of their 

surroundings as children lack 

the daily self-control that we 

adults take for granted.
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    emper tantrums are the only way 

children know to express their 

frustration with the world around 

them. Hence, the children will whine, 

complain, resist, cling, argue, hit, 

shout, run, and defy their parents 

from time to time. Children have 

temper tantrums for two reasons— 

that they haven't yet learned to 

manage or have run out of the tools 

it takes to manage their feelings in a 

new situation, that it has  been 

successful for them in the past. 

Temper tantrums, although normal, 

can become upsetting to parents 

because they are embarrassing, 

challenging, and difficult to manage.

TEMPER TANTRUMS

T
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Give children control over little things whenever possible by giving choices. Make sure your 

child isn't acting up simply because she/he isn't getting enough attention.

Ignore the tantrum if it poses no threat to your child or others. Continue your activities, paying 

no attention to your child but remaining within sight. 

Distract the child by redirection to another activity when she/he throws a tantrum over 

something she/he should not do or cannot have. Change environments, thus removing the child 

from the source of the temper tantrum. 

Make sure that the child is well rested and fed in situations in which a temper tantrum is a likely 

possibility. 

Keep a sense of humour to divert the child's attention and surprise the child out of the tantrum.

Never give negative attention. 

Do not hit as physical tactics send the 

message that using force and physical 

punishment is OK and can result in an 

increase of negative behaviours.

Never reward your child's tantrum by 

giving in. This will only prove to your little 

one that the tantrum was effective.

Avoid being inconsistent in letting the 

child get what she/he wants by using a 

tantrum. 

Do not get frustrated and yell to gain 

control. This hardens the child's resolve to 

continue with the tantrum.
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       hildren hit others due to various 

reasons like: 

The 'I' and 'me' factor: This is an 

egocentric age and most children do 

not have the maturity to realise that 

they are hurting others. They only 

view them as an obstacle to get or 

play with their toy!

Experimentation: Children want to 

see the reaction of the person whom 

they are hitting and then the parent's 

reaction to the episode.

Frustration: Reaction from stress, 

lack of space or too much discipline. 

Competition: Your child may feel 

competitive with other children and 

may lash out at them 

Attention: Your child may want to 

gain your attention.

C

AGGRESSION

It’s easy to respond to your child's 

aggression with yelling or anger, but 

remember, your child is looking to 

you for cues on how to control 

his/her impulses and be in control.

© 2013, Educomp Solutions Limited

Refrain from responding with yelling or anger and losing control.

Never hit your child if he is hitting you or the others. It only reinforces what she/he thinks about 

reacting when things are out of control.

Avoid giving too much attention to your child so that you do not give any negative reinforcement 

for the bad behaviour. Too much attention can include trying to “talk through” the problem. 

With the first sign that your child is about to become aggressive, immediately step in 

and remove him from the situation.

Control the child by holding her/him firmly and calming her/him. Inform the child in a 

firm voice that hitting is not acceptable. 

Reward good behaviour: Instead of giving attention when your child is aggressive, 

give attention when she/he does something good. Reward and praise her/him at that 

time and if possible, in front of others.

Give your child an alternative. Let your child know, it is fine to be upset and feel sad or 

angry, but not to hit others. Reinforce that any time she/he feels like hitting someone, 

she/he should call you or talk to someone near them immediately. 
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        hy do children get 

angry?

Children, compared to 

adults, have a far less 

control over their 

emotions. Most of the time 

anger arises out of a 

communication gap.
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 C
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LD ANGRY CHILD

Whenever your child is angry, instead of blocking 

communication by judging, criticising, shaming, 

ordering or lecturing, just listen. She/He will begin 

to understand that inappropriate behaviours will 

not work to get her/him what she/he wants.

© 2013, Educomp Solutions Limited

As a parent, you should never yell as it 

instigates aggressiveness in children.

Do not raise your voice to mute the 

child.

Avoid  act ing  impuls ively  and 

punishing the child.

Never try to validate child's anger.

An Educomp Research Initiative

Empathise with your child and help her/him to find the reason behind her/his anger.

Speak in a calm and conversational tone as that soothes down an angry child.

Persistently and politely encourage your child to talk in a calm tone.

Be patient and try to get to the root cause of anger.

Encourage the child to sit down with you and discuss the issue as sitting has a calming 

effect. Do not stand and sort things out.
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who feels powerless and is 

pitching her/his request in 

higher and higher tones to 

attract attention.

Children often do not know how 

to express what they want. They 

get frustrated easily and start to 

whine.

It is difficult for parents to 

handle whining children. That's 

why it is crucial for preschoolers 

to learn better ways to express 

themselves.

 whine is a sound of a child AW
H
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G

 C
H

IL
D WHINING CHILD

A whining child is not trying to be 

annoying, she/he is only doing 

what brings results.
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Do not get irritated when your child 

wants attention. Pick up the cue instead 

of waiting till they start whining.

Never get upset by the child's whining 

and scold her/him. Instead distract 

her/him with something else.

Avoid shouting, keep your cool. The last 

thing you want your child to know is that 

whining in public is a good way to get 

what  she/he wants.

Acknowledge your toddler's need for 

attention. Two year olds often resort 

to whining when they have tried and 

failed to grab your attention.

When the whining is starting to 

become a habit, the key is to ignore it. 

The child will soon start to use words 

instead of whining to get what she/he 

wants.

At times, when whining continues even when you ignore it, acknowledge the situation and smartly 

resolve your child's problem.

Show the toddler a better way to address the problem. Touch them affectionately, give plenty of hugs 

and praise them when they behave the way you want.

An Educomp Research Initiative16 17
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eing shy can be a normal personality 

variation for some children. In other 

children it could be because of a lack 

of bonding between the parent and the 

child, poor acquisition of social skills 

or in situations where parents, 

siblings, or others are frequently 

teasing or criticising the child. 

Remember that shyness is likely to be 

normal if your child is otherwise 

growing and developing normally and 

she/he is mostly shy in new situations 

and around new people, but eventually 

warms up after he/she has been 

around a person for a while. 

It is also normal if she/he has 

problems in larger group settings, but 

does well in smaller groups of people, 

and if she/he is eventually able to 

make some friends.

B
Shyness can keep children from learning the social 

skills that help them to feel included is a group. It 

can compromise their academics performance by 

making them anxious about asking questions and 

representing their work. In extreme cases, shy kids 

can begin a pattern of isolation that keeps them 

from meeting others, making friends and 

connecting with other people. 

SHYNESS
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Respect your child's shyness and empathise with it. Talk about her/his feelings 

and fears. 

It is best to not push your child. Instead let her/him slowly adjust to new people and 

new situations. She/he will gradually become more secure and confident and become 

less shy if you let her/him move at her/his own pace. 

Nurture your child by noticing her/his needs and responding to them. This allows your 

child’s heightened sensitivity to become an asset, because it makes her/him more 

responsive to the needs of the 

peers and better at negotiating 

group situations. 

Teach your child basic social 

skills. Children often need to be 

taught to make eye contact, shake 

hands, smile, and respond to 

polite chit-chat appropriately.

Provide your child with daily 

opportunities to interact with 

others. Applaud every little step 

she/he takes on her/his own. 

Never tease or criticise your child about her/his shyness and lack of social skills.

Refrain from labelling your child as shy or an introvert.

Avoid disregarding her/his feelings by pointing out that her/his fears about performing on the 

stage or speaking to new people are baseless.

Do not push your child to wish guests, recite poems in front of them or forcibly talk to people if 

they don’t want to.

Don’t create social anxiety by teaching your child to be afraid of strangers or people in authority.
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      ibling rivalry is universal and 

usual part of growing up. 

It can bring out strong reactions in 

parents but it is important that 

they remain calm and impartial. 

But being impartial is difficult as all 

children are different and have 

their own unique place in the 

family. They have different 

personalities and have different 

needs.

Remember, sibling rivalry is one of 

the first step towards socialisation 

and teaches children how to handle 

other people.

Sibling rivalry is not all bad as from their 

struggles to establish dominance over each 

other, siblings become tougher and more 

resilient. From the normal irritations of 

living together, they learn how to assert 

themselves, defend themselves and 

compromise.
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Each child is unique. Treat each child as an individual.

Teach your children to cooperate instead of competing against each other.

Hold children equally responsible in a conflict. Keep the focus on looking for a solution 

rather than trying to find out what started it.

Do not play favourites and never compare your children with each other.

Refrain from solving your children's disputes for them, especially if they are not violent. 

Whenever possible, let the siblings settle their differences themselves. Intervene only if the 

situation is dangerous.

Never act as a referee between siblings in a conflict and never take sides.

Avoid encouraging competition and certainly do not pitch them against one another to get any 

work done.

An Educomp Research Initiative20 21
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t is normal to resist 

eating new foods. So 

you can be relaxed as it 

is a part of child's 

natural development. 

Picky eating results in 

lack of adequate 

nutritional intake in 

childhood.

Hence it is important 

to handle a picky eater 

no matter how hard it 

may be.

If children’s nutrition is a sore 

topic in your household, you are 

not alone. Most parents  complain 

that children are picky or fussy 

about eating. 
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Encourage your child to eat all kinds of foods like vegetables, fruits, cereals, eggs, milk, 

etc. and not stick to just her/his favourite foods. Be patient and use new ways to 

introduce healthy foods from each food group.

Teach your child that healthy foods like fruits and vegetables are all time foods. Tell 

them that they can be eaten anytime. Also tell them, chips and sweets are sometime 

foods and that they can only be eaten once in a while.

Be happy and look happy too while making or eating healthy foods like salads.

Never give in to your child's demand of eating only a few favourite foods even if she/he is healthy.

Do not get encourage or allow your child to just have junk food or only the food she/he likes.

Avoid restricting certain foods as it will only increase the child's craving for them. 

You are the role model for your child so don't avoid fruits and vegetables yourselves.  Refrain 

from eating junk food instead snack on healthy foods. 
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ometimes parents go overboard 

trying to get the child to eat. This 

may come in the form of extra treats 

to keep her/him from "starving", 

bribes, rewards, fixing only the foods 

she/he will eat and, of course, 

favourite fast food restaurants on a 

regular basis. Sometimes the 

attention comes in more severe 

negative ways. The child is 

threatened, spanked or sent away 

from the table. Snacks are withheld, 

and everyone goes to bed sad. 

Children pick up food habits from 

their parents. The habits children 

develop can be positive or negative. 

When adults have an aerated drink 

and expect that their child will 

happily drink milk, parents will be 

disappointed with the outcome! 

Parents need to eat a variety of 

healthy foods at meal and snack 

times with their children. 

S
Once a child has entered into a pre-school age it is 

important to know that her/his growth is not as rapid 

as it was in her/his infancy. Therefore, do remember 

that even though she/he is growing, she/he would eat 

less. This often causes alarm to most parents and in 

their worry, parents tend to give the situation a lot of 

attention which in turn causes the child to refuse food 

more so to get attention. Or the child may simply wish 

to assert her/his independent thinking skills.

CHILD NUTRITION
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Prepare a variety of foods every day. When your child sees different foods being enjoyed by the 

family, she/he will eventually get curious enough to try some if she/he is not being forced or 

cajoled. 

You could also let your imagination take over and tell your child fun stories about vegetables and 

other nutritious food and give a message through it about how the different types of food help 

the body.

Have regular meal and snack times. 

Serve only nutritious foods and keep 

the empty calorie snacks out of your 

home if you don't want them to be 

eaten by your child.

Always serve a favourite vegetable, dal 

or parantha/roti or fruit along with the 

new recipes so that the child will have 

something to eat even if she/he 

decides not to try the main fare.  

Include children in growing, buying 

and preparing food whenever possible. Children like separate foods better than mixtures 

because they can tell what they are eating. The same principle applies when they are helping 

with cooking. 

Discourage unhealthy eating habits by refraining from serving foods with empty calories and 

the ones with low nutritional value.

Never let television or loud music become intruders to your family meals. Avoid feeding the 

child in front of the TV and make meal time a fun time. 

Do not force your child to eat or be too rigid with meal timings when on an outing.

Refrain from food wars and letting children get away with emotional blackmails like threatening 

to not eat at all if junk food is not provided.

Do not leave teaching your child about nutrition to a later stage.
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    hildren are always filled with 

energy and enthusiasm. At this age, 

they love to run around, climb, crawl, 

ride on things and experiment with 

anything and everything.

Trying to keep the young children 

safe without threatening their need 

to explore can seem a monumental 

task in a parent's hand.

Hence, it is important to keep a few 

things in mind to ensure their safety.

Safety is a cheap and effective 

insurance policy which parents 

can opt for their children.
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Instruct your child not to share the address or phone 

number with anybody, especially strangers. Tell her/him to 

share this information only during an emergency or only 

with trusted adults.

Never leave appliances like steam iron and microwave on or 

plugged-in with children around.

Do not leave medicines and cleaning agents lying open and 

within the reach of children. Store medicines, chemical 

sprays and household cleaners in child-resistant containers.

Discourage children from drinking water from taps and 

unknown sources. 

Never leave children unattended at home.

Teach children their address and phone number. Tell them 

why it is important for them to know this information.

Discuss fire safety rules with children. For example, to never  

play with matchsticks, to stay away from hot appliances, etc.

Tell the children to never put their fingers in sockets. Try to 

keep the sockets out of reach of children or covered.

Discuss water safety rules with children. Tell them to drink 

water only from their own water bottles.
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Most parents eagerly anticipate 

toilet training as an important 

milestone in their child's 

development.
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J  

developmental milestones, 

when it comes to toilet 

training, every child has 

her/his own pace. If the 

parents wait until the right 

time for their child, the child 

gets toilet trained quickly 

and easily.

ust as with all other 
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Never rush or force the child to sit on toilet seat. 

This will only upset her/him and wouldn't make 

the progress any further.

Do not engage in power struggles. It will instill 

fear in the child's mind. This will only result in 

prolonging the natural toilet training process. 

Never be inconsistent in taking your child for 

regular toilet breaks. 

Refrain from making the child wear clothes that 

are cumbersome and need help to remove while 

in the toilet. Give your toddler clothes that can be 

pulled up or down easily. Preferably make 

her/him wear training pants. 

Avoid having unrealistic expectations or set a 

particular time frame for toilet training your 

child. Do not get stressed with the idea of toilet 

training. All children get toilet trained at their 

own pace. 

Invoke interest in toilet training by buying a 

colourful toilet seat for your child. The child will 

then look forward to the act.

Make toilet training fun for your child. Give 

her/him a book to read or a toy to play with while 

sitting on the toilet seat.
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Everyone thinks they know the best 

way to raise a child, but it turns out 

that parenting is not one-size-fits-all.
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       aising confident, well-behaved 

children can be challenging. 

Encourage your kids to do things for 

themselves and focus more on what 

they're doing, rather than the result, 

to help them grow, develop and 

become self-confident and self-

assured. A child's self-esteem 

flourishes with the kind of no-

strings-attached devotion that says, 

"I love you, no matter who you are or 

what you do." Your child benefits the 

most when you accept her/him for 

who she/he is regardless of the 

strengths, difficulties, temperament 

or abilities.

R

BUILDING 

SELF ESTEEM
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Avoid giving unrealistic responsibilities. Instead help your 

child to develop self-help skills from an early age.

Do not torture yourself with an impossibly high bar for 

parenting success. Nobody is perfect.

Refrain from being negative and doubting your child's 

capability.

Do not compare them with siblings or peers. 

Over praising is not good, instead give encouragement 

and focus on efforts instead of results.

Do not stress on perfection in everything. Make your 

child feel good about being unique.

Build self-belief in your child. It is important that parents 

let their child know through their language and behaviour 

that she/he is capable and worthwhile.

Build on your child's strengths and point out their areas of 

expertise. Help to develop the courage to face imperfection 

and mistakes as part of learning. Help to develop the 

attitude that anything is possible.

Look for small victories or achievements and celebrate 

them. Offer empathy if your child gets frustrated because he 

can't do things his peers can.

Leave notes of appreciation under her/his pillow and in 

lunch boxes.
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elf-confidence rises out of a 

sense of competence. In 

other words, children 

develop confidence not 

because parents tell them 

they're great, but because of 

their achievements, big and 

small. Their sense of 

confidence is shaped by 

interactions with those who 

care for them. Therefore, it is 

important to remember that 

a child will become confident 

when she/he has faith in 

her/his own abilities and 

competence and is aware of 

the fact that others value 

her/his abilities.

S

BUILDING 

SELF-CONFIDENCE 

One of the biggest building blocks for a 

successful, fulfilling life is confidence. It helps 

us set and achieve goals, try new things and 

meet new people. If parents are able to give 

their children the right tools to cope with 

life's ups and downs, they will be much better 

equipped to build confidence and a belief in 

themselves as adults.

© 2013, Educomp Solutions Limited

Do not label your child as under-confident or shame him/her for it.

Avoid day-to-day events that occur randomly as it can cause a lot of anxiety for the child.

Do not question your child’s competence and undermine her/his ability when he/she refuses 

to wish others, shy away from presenting her work or recite a poem in front of the guests.

Refrain from comparing your child’s academic, physical or social skills with those of other 

children or by giving her/him a negative statement about his/her abilities.

Do not encourage passive activities like watching television and playing computer games as 

these activities hamper the development of social behaviours like conversation and sharing.

Establish routines with your child. When events are predictable and happen in approximately the same way at 

approximately the same time everyday, your child will feel safe, secure, confident and in control of her/his world. 

When your child knows what to expect, she/he will explore and will feel free to come out of her/his shell. 

Play is how children learn about themselves, other people, and the world around them. Through play, children 

also learn how to solve problems and develop confidence. 

Encourage your child to try to master tasks she/he is struggling with. Children learn by doing and breaking down 

difficult tasks into manageable steps. This will help her/him feel in control, confident, and safe.

Provide your child with daily opportunities to interact with others. This will help them  practise their social skills. 

Empathise with them and applaud every little step they take on their own. With repeated efforts, your child will 

not shy away from public situations.
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elf-confidence rises out of a 

sense of competence. In 

other words, children 

develop confidence not 

because parents tell them 

they're great, but because of 

their achievements, big and 

small. Their sense of 

confidence is shaped by 

interactions with those who 

care for them. Therefore, it is 

important to remember that 

a child will become confident 

when she/he has faith in 

her/his own abilities and 

competence and is aware of 

the fact that others value 

her/his abilities.

S

BUILDING 

SELF-CONFIDENCE 

One of the biggest building blocks for a 

successful, fulfilling life is confidence. It helps 

us set and achieve goals, try new things and 

meet new people. If parents are able to give 

their children the right tools to cope with 

life's ups and downs, they will be much better 

equipped to build confidence and a belief in 

themselves as adults.
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Do not label your child as under-confident or shame him/her for it.

Avoid day-to-day events that occur randomly as it can cause a lot of anxiety for the child.

Do not question your child’s competence and undermine her/his ability when he/she refuses 

to wish others, shy away from presenting her work or recite a poem in front of the guests.

Refrain from comparing your child’s academic, physical or social skills with those of other 

children or by giving her/him a negative statement about his/her abilities.
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HARSH 
DISCIPLINING 

PRACTICES

       

which involve physical or verbal 

abuse should not be practised 

under any circumstances for young 

children. Such methods are likely 

to scar children for life and make 

them more aggressive.

Children who are spanked are 

more prone to fighting with other 

children and are more likely to use 

aggression to solve disputes with 

others.

A child who is treated harshly 

often builds a negative self-image 

and sees no reason to be good.

arsh disciplining methods 

Harsh disciplining practices can never be 

good, as they teach children to handle 

upsetting or difficult situations with 

aggression. 
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Make a balanced and predictable daily routine for your child with 

consistent timing for eating, napping and playing.

Take care of basic needs of the child to prevent frustrating 

situations which can lead to bad behaviour.

When you want to discipline your child, use physical actions like 

touching on the arm, taking by the hand, picking her/him up, 

holding or restraining.

Give yourself a cooling-off period when your child is misbehaving 

or is out of control. Isolate the child for a few minutes to calm 

her/him.

Depending on the mood of the child you can also try reasoning with 

her/him.

Discipline by withholding rewards to stop an act or behavior which 

is otherwise difficult to correct or is often repeated. Always make it 

a point to praise a child for behaving well.

Never be inconsistent in following a routine. Any change in routine may cause frustration and 

confusion that lead children to misbehave.

Do not use harsh physical punishments like slapping, 

spanking or throwing things at your child. Such behaviour 

should also be avoided among adults, especially in front of 

children, as they tend to imitate.

Refrain from losing your temper or cool. 

Do not use harsh verbal punishments like shaming, ridiculing 

and using cruel words. Do not take it for granted that children 

will always behave well.

Avoid  finding faults in children all the time or nag them.
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Remember, when you engage in 

an argument with your 

children, you're just giving 

them more power.
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by emphasising counter-control. 

This does not work. Efforts to 

control a power-seeking child 

often lead to a deadlock or 

power struggle between your 

child and you. No final victory is 

ever possible for you. Once you 

find yourself in a power struggle, 

you have lost. If your child wins 

the power struggle, she/he is 

reassured that power caused the 

victory. You were defeated by 

her/his power. If you win the 

power struggle, your child 

thinks that it was your power 

that caused the victory and 

defeated her/him. She/He is 

reassured of the value of power. 

This results in children striking 

back, again and again, each time 

with stronger methods. You win 

the battle but lose the war. 

ost parents deal with power M
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It takes two to argue and two to have a power struggle. Do not be a 

part of any power struggle.

Do not give ultimatums. Instead explain what will happen if your 

child chooses not to cooperate.

Do not push your anger button, guard it. 

The difference between power and authority lies within you. Do 

not act impulsively.

When you have to confront your child, 

emphasise cooperation, not control.

State your expectations clearly and firmly and 

walk away.

Stay calm and rational in spite of the situation. 

Make a firm commitment to yourself that you 

will no longer engage in arguments and lengthy 

explanations.

Set clear limits and make requests of the 

behaviour you desire rather than telling them 

what not to do.

Give your child choices whenever possible as 

well as appropriate ways to assert themselves. 
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Be sure your child knows that you 

love her/him unconditionally 

even if you sometimes disapprove 

of her/ his behaviour. 
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  arenting a child with 

behaviours like defiance and 

disobedience is a challenge but 

it is one that parents can 

overcome with the appropriate 

strategies. The best way is to 

have positive interactions to 

nourish her/his self-esteem 

and point the way to more 

positive moments. Always 

praise good behaviour and give 

attention to it. If you notice a 

behaviour in your child that 

you want to happen more often, 

let her/him know you like it. 

P

CHALLENGING 

BEHAVIOUR
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Avoid saying "stop" or "don’t" when you see bad behavior, find the "positive opposite"; focus on 

what you want the child to do instead. 

Do not give too many choices when you see trouble coming and guide your child's behaviour by 

telling her/him what to do instead of what not to do.

Do not be unclear or inconsistent about the limits set once. Your child needs to know what you 

expect. But be sure that you have the time and energy to carry through. 

The instructions once given should not be repeated.  Do not foster greater disobedience by 

giving it a lot of attention. If you focus on their defiance, it will only increase.

Positive attention to good behaviour like a smile, a touch, a praise or all three is needed right 

away.  Always be specific about what it was the child did right every time.

Start a reward system for a child who rarely does what you ask.  Learn to ignore or actually walk 

away from annoying behaviour. 

Create routines and stick to them. Children feel more comfortable when they know what's 

coming next. 

Stay calm, when things don’t go smoothly. By showing your child that you can handle the 

situation with a cool attitude, you become her/his best role model.
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Raising a kind, considerate, 

respectful and socially appropriate 

child needs two very important 

ingredients: modelling these 

behaviours and reinforcing good 

manners at home.
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  t is the responsibility of the 

parents to teach good manners 

to their children, as they are 

not born with manners. Good 

manners should be taught in 

order to help young children be 

courteous, respectful and able 

to interact well with others. 

The best way to teach is to 

model; hence parents need to 

always present a positive 

model of good manners in front 

of their children. The more the 

parents set the example of 

being polite and appreciative, 

the more likely their children 

will follow suit. 

I

TEACHING 
CHILDREN 

GOOD MANNERS
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Never conduct yourself in a way that you do not want your child to copy.

Discourage your child from watching television programmes that exhibit bad manners.

Make sure you do not leave teaching of good manners till later. Start as soon as they are able to 

understand.

Do not let your child play or interact with badly behaved children. Friends and peers with bad 

manners are the worst models for children.

Never let your child display bad table manners like shouting, banging crockery, making noise 

with the cutlery or  disrespecting the food. 

Check your own manners and make sure that you are exhibiting good manners and modelling 

the right ways of greeting, apologising, table manners etc.

Keep reminding your child to cover her/his mouth while coughing or sneezing, and not to pick 

her/his nose in public.

Keep reminding your child to say golden words like “Please”, “Thank you” and “Sorry” when 

required. 

Tell your child to not interrupt conversations. Teach her/him to be polite and say “Excuse me” if 

she/he wants somebody's attention right away.

Teach your child table manners, laying the table and appreciating the cook for the effort put in.
An Educomp Research Initiative40 41
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       edia plays a huge role in the 

lives of children in today's tech-

savvy world.

How much access to media should a 

child be given and when and where 

to put restriction is probably one of 

the most common questions that 

overwhelms a parent.

Strict monitoring and limiting 

access has become the duty of 

every parent now.

Parents need to remember that 

excessive media exposure can lead to 

attention problems, academic 

difficulties, sleep and eating 

disorders, and obesity in their 

children.
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Strictly limit your child's access to media content by 

enforcing limits on television programmes that 

your child can watch.

Report a clear dislike by expressing your 

sentiments for objectionable material.

Teach children the difference between what is real 

and imaginary in movies and television shows.

Sincerely monitor the duration for which your child 

is exposed to media. Unplugging the media device 

after use may help discourage impulsive 

viewing.

Fix times for watching television programmes and playing games. 

Always encourage constructive activities that promote family bonding over time spent in television viewing.

Limit your own television viewing as much as possible. Even television news must be avoided as they can be 

frightening to children.

Do not ignore your child's opinion. As a parent, you have the authority to influence your child. Use 

it wisely. Direct your child with clear instructions.

Do not cheer elements of fantasy in movies and television shows, no matter how tempting they 

might seem. 
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USE EMPATHY: Even if there is nothing that you can do about what is upsetting your children, empathise. Being 

understood and feeling you are in sync with their feelings helps them let go of troubling emotions. If the reason to be 

upset is out of proportion to the current situation they might be storing up emotions for some time. Empathising 

doesn't mean you agree, just that you see it from their side, too. Empathy from your side helps children reflect on 

their experience and what triggers these feelings. If children know there's a name for their feeling it is easier for 

them to learn to manage the emotions that flood them from time to time.

ENCOURAGE EXPRESSION: It is difficult for children to effectively differentiate between their emotions and their 

"selves." Accept their emotions instead of rubbishing them as nothing. Disapproving of their fear or anger does not 

stop them from having those feelings, but what is dangerous is that it might force them to repress them. The fact is 

that repressed feelings don't fade away. They remain trapped and keep looking for a way out and most often come 

out the wrong way.  Your acceptance helps the children accept their own emotions and regulate them accordingly.

LISTEN HARD TO YOUR CHILDREN'S FEELINGS: Children sometimes only need to feel that they are being heard 

while they express their feelings. Once these feelings are out in the open, they find it easier to let them go and get on 

with their lives. But to feel safe letting those feelings up and out, they need to know if you are fully involved and 

listening. Assured that it's safe, children have an amazing ability to let their feelings wash over and out, leaving them 

stress free and rested.  Even if your child is not making sense while expressing, breathe through it, stay attentive and 

resist the urge to make those troublesome feelings go away.  Your children only want to feel you understand and not 

give solutions as they have a natural instinct to heal themselves.

USE HUMOUR AND PLAY: Children experience many diverse feelings every day. They feel powerless and pushed 

around, angry, sad, frightened, jealous, irritable, scared, etc. at different times. Emotionally healthy children process 

these feelings with play so it is good to help your children “play” out their big inner disputes and let them resolve 

them. It is difficult for children to put their deeper emotional conflicts into words but they find it easier to play them 

out and end up resolving them without even needing to talk about them. Laughter releases stress hormones just as 

well as tears but it is much more fun to laugh the stress out.

YOUR CHILD’S

affinity to colours

accuracy to numbers

familiarity to words

temptation to sports

zeal to learn

freedom to choose

ability to reason

curiosity to know

spirit to share

energy to focus

strength to achieve

wisdom to forgive

courage to question

respect to promise

freshness to approach

FIRST SCHOOLING

YOUR CHILD’S

first loud cry

first touch

first smile

first gurgle

first crawl

first sound of ma-ma

first sound of pa-pa

first toys

first bubble bath

first steps

first words

first tooth

first solid food

first outing

first favourite story

first cartoon friend

first dance number

first favourite dress

first love for pets

FIRST SCHOOLING
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first outing

first favourite story

first cartoon friend

first dance number

first favourite dress

first love for pets

FIRST SCHOOLING
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ŸGreater Kailash II - New Delhi ŸRashmi Khand - Lucknow

ŸTilak Nagar - New Delhi ŸGomti Nagar 2 - Lucknow

ŸRewari - New Delhi ŸKrishna Nagar - Lucknow 

ŸEast Shalimar Bagh - New Delhi ŸWazir Hasan - Lucknow 

ŸPaschim Vihar - New Delhi ŸRavindrapuri - Varanasi

ŸVasundra Enclave Sec 5 - Delhi ŸKamla Nagar - Agra

ŸKaushambhi - Ghaziabad ŸHapur - Uttar Pradesh

ŸVaishali - Ghaziabad ŸNIT - Faridabad

Indirapuram - Ghaziabad ŸSector 03 - Faridabad

Indirapuram 2 - Ghaziabad ŸKarnal - Haryana

Rajender Nagar - Ghaziabad ŸDalanwala-Dehradun

ŸVasundhra Sec 2 - Ghaziabad ŸBhiwadi-Alwar

Ÿ Mohan Nagar - Ghazibad Ÿ Roop Nagar - Jammu

ŸMansarover - Meerut ŸDugri - Ludhiana

ŸRakshapuram - Meerut SOS Rajpura - Punjab

ŸNew Mandi  - Muzaffar Nagar Mansa - Punjab

ŸAliganj - Lucknow Patiala - Punjab

ŸGomti Nagar - Lucknow 

ŸVikrant Khand - Lucknow

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

ŸBiren Roy Road (West) Kolkata ŸNageshwar Colony Patna

ŸGirish Park Kolkata ŸMahavir Chowk Ranchi

ŸHazra Kolkata ŸBaridih Jamshedpur

ŸLake Garden Kolkata ŸKhabra Muzaffarpur

ŸSalt Lake - Kolkata ŸBeltola Wireless Guwahati

ŸSantoshpur Kolkata ŸLal  Ganesh Guwahati

ŸSandhyabazar - Howrah ŸRehabari -  Guwahati

ŸBagnan - Howrah ŸSix Mile Guwahati

ŸSiliguri West Bengal ŸImphal West Manipur

ŸMahanadi Vihar Cuttack ŸImphal 2 Manipur

ŸKanan Vihar Bhubaneswar ŸMargherita Assam

ŸNayapalli Bhubaneswar ŸTamenglong Manipur

ŸRasulgarh - Bhubaneswar

ŸSailashree Vihar Bhubaneswar

ŸVivekananda Marg Bhubaneswar

ŸBerhampur Odisha

ŸKaliket Nagar Patna

ŸKankarbagh Patna

 -  - 

 -  - 

 -  - 

 -  - 

 - 

 -  - 

 - 

 -  - 

 -  - 

 -  - 

 -  - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

 - 

Corporate Office

4th Floor, Kaatyayni Business Centre, Off Mahakali Caves 

Road, Mulgaon, MIDC, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 4000 93

Phone : 022-40942900, Fax : 022-40942999

Enquiry: enquiry@littlemillennium.com

For Suggestions and Complaints: 

Please mail to Suggestions & Complaints

Rederssal Department

Email: scrd@littlemillennium.com

Registered Office

1211, Padma Tower – I, 5, Rajendra Place, 

New Delhi - 110008

Centers across NORTH ZONE

Centers across EAST ZONE
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ŸDeolali Nashik ŸKarve Road, Kothrud Pune ŸBadlapur Thane ŸVallabh Vidhyanagar Anand

ŸDwarka Nashik ŸKharadi Pune ŸHiranandani Thane ŸBodakdev Ahmedabad

ŸMalegaon Nashik ŸKondwa Pune ŸGhodbunder Road Thane ŸThaltej Ahmedabad

ŸNasik-Road Nashik ŸKoregaon Park Pune ŸUran Navi Mumbai ŸGarkheda Aurangabad

ŸNiphad Nashik ŸLavasa Pune ŸAiroli Navi Mumbai ŸShegaon Road Khamgaon

ŸParijat Nagar Nashik ŸMagarpatta Township Pune ŸKharghar Navi Mumbai ŸVidya Sagar Nagar Satna

ŸPatardi Fata Nashik ŸMoshi Pune ŸNerul Navi Mumbai ŸShahupuri Kolhapur

ŸPimpalgaon Nashik ŸMundhwa Pune ŸSakkardara Nagpur ŸNehru Nagar (West) Bhilai

ŸKopergaon Shirdi ŸNigdi Pradhikaran-Pune ŸAdajanRoad Surat ŸShevgaon Ahmednagar

ŸAundh Pune ŸPimple, Saudagar Pune ŸPal Adajan Surat ŸAirport Road Bhopal

ŸBaner Pune ŸSanjay Park, Airport Road Pune ŸNew City Light Surat ŸChoona Bhatti Bhopal

ŸBibwewadi Pune ŸViman Nagar Pune ŸDumas Road Surat ŸIndrapuri Indore

ŸDhanori Pune ŸWagholi Pune ŸGhodod Road Surat ŸSaket Indore

ŸDiggi Pune ŸWakad Pune ŸLP Savani Road Adajan Surat ŸRewa Madhya Pradesh

ŸKalyani Nagar Pune ŸWanowrie Pune ŸVesu Surat

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  - 

 -  -  - 

ŸAbbigere Bangalore ŸKumaraswamy Layout Bangalore ŸSelaiyur Chennai ŸPallikaranai Chennai

ŸAjmera Infinity Bangalore ŸMalleshwaram Bangalore ŸAdambakkam Chennai ŸPammal Chennai

ŸByrathi Bangalore ŸMarathahalli Bangalore ŸAmbattur Chennai ŸPerungudi Chennai

ŸBanashankari 3rd stage Bangalore ŸMathikere Bangalore ŸAminjikarai Chennai ŸPorur Chennai

ŸBanaswadi Bangalore ŸNewTownYelahanka Bangalore ŸAnna Nagar Chennai ŸPurusaivakkam Chennai

ŸBannerghatta Road Bangalore ŸRajajinagar Bangalore ŸAvadi Chennai ŸRajakilpakkam Chennai

ŸBasavangudi Bangalore ŸRajarajeswari Nagar Bangalore ŸAyanavaram Chennai ŸSowcarpet Chennai

ŸBasaveshwara Nagar Bangalore ŸRamamurthy Nagar Bangalore ŸBesantNagar Chennai ŸThiruvanmiyur Chennai

ŸBellandur Bangalore ŸSanjay Nagar Bangalore ŸEastTambaram Chennai ŸValasaravakkam Chennai

ŸBrookefield Bangalore ŸSahakarnagar Bangalore ŸEkattuthangal Chennai ŸVelachery Chennai

ŸBTMLayout Bangalore ŸSarjapur Main Road Bangalore ŸJalladayanpet Chennai ŸVirugambakkam Chennai

ŸFrazer Town Bangalore ŸSingasandra Bangalore ŸKattupakkam Chennai ŸWest Mambalam Chennai

ŸHesaraghatta, Main Road Bangalore ŸSOS Village - Bangalore ŸKilpauk Chennai ŸSatvachari Vellore

ŸHebbal Bangalore ŸThanisandra Bangalore ŸKKNagar Chennai ŸAlagapuram Salem

ŸHennur Bangalore ŸVidyaranyapura Bangalore ŸKodambakkam Chennai ŸMaravaneri Salem

ŸH.S.R.Layout Bangalore ŸVijaynagar Bangalore ŸKolathur Chennai ŸDuraiswamy Nagar Madurai (ROTN)

ŸIndiranagar Bangalore ŸWhitefield Bangalore ŸMadipakkam Chennai ŸMatham Road, Hosur (ROTN)

ŸJP Nagar 5th Phase Bangalore ŸVignana Nagar Bangalore ŸManapakkam Chennai ŸSai Baba Colony Coimbatore

ŸJ.P. Nagar 7th Phase Bangalore ŸBatawadi Tumkur ŸMedavakkam Chennai ŸJubilee Hills Hyderabad

ŸJ.P.Nagar8thPhase Bangalore ŸVidya Nagar Hubli ŸMogappair West Chennai ŸNallakunta Hyderabad

ŸKanakapura Road Bangalore ŸVinoba Nagar, Shimoga (ROK) ŸNanganallur Chennai ŸSaidabad Hyderabad

ŸKasturi Nagar Bangalore ŸKunjibettu Udupi ŸNungambakkam Chennai
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Centers across WEST ZONE

Centers across SOUTH ZONE
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Own Little Millennium - Pitampura - Delhi, Little Millennium - P.G. Road - Hyderabad

Plug in Little Millennium - Sector 7-Panchkula, Little Millennium - Talab Tilu - Jammu, Little Millennium - Akhnoor - Jammu, Little Millennium - Gandhi Maidan - Patna

Extentions Little Millennium - BEML Layout, Rajarajeswari Nagar - Bangalore, Little Millennium - Bilekahalli - Bangalore

Little Millennium - Tambaram - Chennai



ŸGreater Kailash II - New Delhi ŸRashmi Khand - Lucknow

ŸTilak Nagar - New Delhi ŸGomti Nagar 2 - Lucknow

ŸRewari - New Delhi ŸKrishna Nagar - Lucknow 

ŸEast Shalimar Bagh - New Delhi ŸWazir Hasan - Lucknow 

ŸPaschim Vihar - New Delhi ŸRavindrapuri - Varanasi

ŸVasundra Enclave Sec 5 - Delhi ŸKamla Nagar - Agra

ŸKaushambhi - Ghaziabad ŸHapur - Uttar Pradesh

ŸVaishali - Ghaziabad ŸNIT - Faridabad

Indirapuram - Ghaziabad ŸSector 03 - Faridabad

Indirapuram 2 - Ghaziabad ŸKarnal - Haryana

Rajender Nagar - Ghaziabad ŸDalanwala-Dehradun

ŸVasundhra Sec 2 - Ghaziabad ŸBhiwadi-Alwar

Ÿ Mohan Nagar - Ghazibad Ÿ Roop Nagar - Jammu

ŸMansarover - Meerut ŸDugri - Ludhiana

ŸRakshapuram - Meerut SOS Rajpura - Punjab

ŸNew Mandi  - Muzaffar Nagar Mansa - Punjab

ŸAliganj - Lucknow Patiala - Punjab

ŸGomti Nagar - Lucknow 

ŸVikrant Khand - Lucknow

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

ŸBiren Roy Road (West) Kolkata ŸNageshwar Colony Patna

ŸGirish Park Kolkata ŸMahavir Chowk Ranchi

ŸHazra Kolkata ŸBaridih Jamshedpur

ŸLake Garden Kolkata ŸKhabra Muzaffarpur

ŸSalt Lake - Kolkata ŸBeltola Wireless Guwahati

ŸSantoshpur Kolkata ŸLal  Ganesh Guwahati

ŸSandhyabazar - Howrah ŸRehabari -  Guwahati

ŸBagnan - Howrah ŸSix Mile Guwahati

ŸSiliguri West Bengal ŸImphal West Manipur

ŸMahanadi Vihar Cuttack ŸImphal 2 Manipur

ŸKanan Vihar Bhubaneswar ŸMargherita Assam

ŸNayapalli Bhubaneswar ŸTamenglong Manipur

ŸRasulgarh - Bhubaneswar

ŸSailashree Vihar Bhubaneswar

ŸVivekananda Marg Bhubaneswar

ŸBerhampur Odisha

ŸKaliket Nagar Patna

ŸKankarbagh Patna
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 - 

 -  - 
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Corporate Office

4th Floor, Kaatyayni Business Centre, Off Mahakali Caves 

Road, Mulgaon, MIDC, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 4000 93

Phone : 022-40942900, Fax : 022-40942999

Enquiry: enquiry@littlemillennium.com

For Suggestions and Complaints: 

Please mail to Suggestions & Complaints

Rederssal Department

Email: scrd@littlemillennium.com

Registered Office

1211, Padma Tower – I, 5, Rajendra Place, 

New Delhi - 110008

Centers across NORTH ZONE

Centers across EAST ZONE
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ŸDeolali Nashik ŸKarve Road, Kothrud Pune ŸBadlapur Thane ŸVallabh Vidhyanagar Anand

ŸDwarka Nashik ŸKharadi Pune ŸHiranandani Thane ŸBodakdev Ahmedabad

ŸMalegaon Nashik ŸKondwa Pune ŸGhodbunder Road Thane ŸThaltej Ahmedabad

ŸNasik-Road Nashik ŸKoregaon Park Pune ŸUran Navi Mumbai ŸGarkheda Aurangabad

ŸNiphad Nashik ŸLavasa Pune ŸAiroli Navi Mumbai ŸShegaon Road Khamgaon

ŸParijat Nagar Nashik ŸMagarpatta Township Pune ŸKharghar Navi Mumbai ŸVidya Sagar Nagar Satna

ŸPatardi Fata Nashik ŸMoshi Pune ŸNerul Navi Mumbai ŸShahupuri Kolhapur

ŸPimpalgaon Nashik ŸMundhwa Pune ŸSakkardara Nagpur ŸNehru Nagar (West) Bhilai

ŸKopergaon Shirdi ŸNigdi Pradhikaran-Pune ŸAdajanRoad Surat ŸShevgaon Ahmednagar

ŸAundh Pune ŸPimple, Saudagar Pune ŸPal Adajan Surat ŸAirport Road Bhopal

ŸBaner Pune ŸSanjay Park, Airport Road Pune ŸNew City Light Surat ŸChoona Bhatti Bhopal

ŸBibwewadi Pune ŸViman Nagar Pune ŸDumas Road Surat ŸIndrapuri Indore

ŸDhanori Pune ŸWagholi Pune ŸGhodod Road Surat ŸSaket Indore

ŸDiggi Pune ŸWakad Pune ŸLP Savani Road Adajan Surat ŸRewa Madhya Pradesh

ŸKalyani Nagar Pune ŸWanowrie Pune ŸVesu Surat
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ŸAbbigere Bangalore ŸKumaraswamy Layout Bangalore ŸSelaiyur Chennai ŸPallikaranai Chennai

ŸAjmera Infinity Bangalore ŸMalleshwaram Bangalore ŸAdambakkam Chennai ŸPammal Chennai

ŸByrathi Bangalore ŸMarathahalli Bangalore ŸAmbattur Chennai ŸPerungudi Chennai

ŸBanashankari 3rd stage Bangalore ŸMathikere Bangalore ŸAminjikarai Chennai ŸPorur Chennai

ŸBanaswadi Bangalore ŸNewTownYelahanka Bangalore ŸAnna Nagar Chennai ŸPurusaivakkam Chennai

ŸBannerghatta Road Bangalore ŸRajajinagar Bangalore ŸAvadi Chennai ŸRajakilpakkam Chennai

ŸBasavangudi Bangalore ŸRajarajeswari Nagar Bangalore ŸAyanavaram Chennai ŸSowcarpet Chennai

ŸBasaveshwara Nagar Bangalore ŸRamamurthy Nagar Bangalore ŸBesantNagar Chennai ŸThiruvanmiyur Chennai

ŸBellandur Bangalore ŸSanjay Nagar Bangalore ŸEastTambaram Chennai ŸValasaravakkam Chennai

ŸBrookefield Bangalore ŸSahakarnagar Bangalore ŸEkattuthangal Chennai ŸVelachery Chennai

ŸBTMLayout Bangalore ŸSarjapur Main Road Bangalore ŸJalladayanpet Chennai ŸVirugambakkam Chennai

ŸFrazer Town Bangalore ŸSingasandra Bangalore ŸKattupakkam Chennai ŸWest Mambalam Chennai

ŸHesaraghatta, Main Road Bangalore ŸSOS Village - Bangalore ŸKilpauk Chennai ŸSatvachari Vellore

ŸHebbal Bangalore ŸThanisandra Bangalore ŸKKNagar Chennai ŸAlagapuram Salem

ŸHennur Bangalore ŸVidyaranyapura Bangalore ŸKodambakkam Chennai ŸMaravaneri Salem

ŸH.S.R.Layout Bangalore ŸVijaynagar Bangalore ŸKolathur Chennai ŸDuraiswamy Nagar Madurai (ROTN)

ŸIndiranagar Bangalore ŸWhitefield Bangalore ŸMadipakkam Chennai ŸMatham Road, Hosur (ROTN)

ŸJP Nagar 5th Phase Bangalore ŸVignana Nagar Bangalore ŸManapakkam Chennai ŸSai Baba Colony Coimbatore

ŸJ.P. Nagar 7th Phase Bangalore ŸBatawadi Tumkur ŸMedavakkam Chennai ŸJubilee Hills Hyderabad

ŸJ.P.Nagar8thPhase Bangalore ŸVidya Nagar Hubli ŸMogappair West Chennai ŸNallakunta Hyderabad

ŸKanakapura Road Bangalore ŸVinoba Nagar, Shimoga (ROK) ŸNanganallur Chennai ŸSaidabad Hyderabad

ŸKasturi Nagar Bangalore ŸKunjibettu Udupi ŸNungambakkam Chennai
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Centers across WEST ZONE

Centers across SOUTH ZONE
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Own Little Millennium - Pitampura - Delhi, Little Millennium - P.G. Road - Hyderabad

Plug in Little Millennium - Sector 7-Panchkula, Little Millennium - Talab Tilu - Jammu, Little Millennium - Akhnoor - Jammu, Little Millennium - Gandhi Maidan - Patna

Extentions Little Millennium - BEML Layout, Rajarajeswari Nagar - Bangalore, Little Millennium - Bilekahalli - Bangalore

Little Millennium - Tambaram - Chennai




